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The Beyond 2022 project aims to create a virtual archive by digitally reconstructing and digitizing historical records lost
in a catastrophic fire which consumed items in the Public Record Office of Ireland in 1922. The project is developing a
knowledge graph (KG) to facilitate information retrieval and discovery over the reconstructed items. The project decided to
adopt Semantic Web technologies to support its distributed KG and reasoning. In this article, we present our approach to
KG generation and management. We elaborate on how we help historians contribute to the KG (via a suite of spreadsheets)
and its ontology. We furthermore demonstrate how we use named graphs to store different versions of factoids and their
provenance information and how these are serviced in two different endpoints. Modeling data in this manner allows us to
acknowledge that history is, to some extent, subjective and different perspectives can exist in parallel. The construction of the
KG is driven by competency questions elicited from subject matter experts within the consortium. We avail of CIDOC-CRM
as our KG’s foundation, though we needed to extend this ontology with various qualifiers (types) and relations to support the
competency questions. We illustrate how one can explore the KG to gain insights and answer questions. We conclude that
CIDOC-CRM provides an adequate, albeit complex, foundation for the KG and that named graphs and Linked Data principles
are a suitable mechanism to manage sets of factoids and their provenance.
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INTRODUCTION

On June 30th, 1922, at the beginning of the Irish civil war, the western block of the Four Courts, Dublin was
hit by a terrible explosion, ignited during a siege between anti-treaty forces and the Provisional Government
of Ireland [9]. The resulting fire destroyed the Public Record Office of Ireland (PROI) and, with it, seven
centuries of Ireland’s collective memories. Across the globe, more than 70 repositories hold substitute materials
that can replace the lost documents. The Beyond 20221 project aims to assemble a complete inventory of loss
and survival of the contents with the goal of virtually recreating materials in the PROI of the Four Courts. The
project and the resulting virtual treasury will gather all the information it can about these substitute sources
from archives and libraries in Ireland and internationally.
Within Beyond 2022, there are four pillars representing strands of scholarly activity involved in assembling
the virtual record treasury: Discover, Digitize, Reconstruct, and Reveal. The Reveal strand incorporates research into techniques that facilitate information retrieval, discovery, and enhanced accessibility to the contents of the virtual record treasury. In this article, we will focus on the knowledge graph (KG) construction for the Beyond 2022 project, which is a core undertaking in this research strand. We will also discuss the ontologies adopted (and developed) to help answer these competency questions. The project’s KG
gathers information from both subject matter experts (e.g., historians collecting information) as well as automated techniques (e.g., named entity recognition in digitized documents). As subject matter experts may
approach the information with a certain bias (e.g., background knowledge or theory) and computer-based
agents may use different algorithms and even different parameters, provenance will be vital to ensuring that
a user can evaluate themselves the authoritativeness of different parts of the KG. To support this, we designed an interdisciplinary approach to historical data management using KG technologies. The use of named
graphs is key to our approach to representing the different interpretations and mutable nature of historical
knowledge.
The contributions of this article are, therefore, the interdisciplinary approach to KG management, our methodology to KG generation, and the demonstration of our approach. Our contribution is thus particularly relevant
for interdisciplinary digital humanities projects in which KG technologies are used to integrate, share, and process information in a flexible and meaningful manner. Interdisciplinary work of this kind needs to draw upon
the skills and competencies of both historians and knowledge engineers and thus requires close collaboration
between them at every stage of the KG’s conceptualization, design and development. Section 2 describes the considerations that informed our approach to knowledge organization (Section 3), ontology engineering (Section 4),
KG construction (Section 5), and management (Section 6). In Section 7, we describe a case study: creating RDF
from entities mentioned in the Irish Exchequer Index. We describe related work in Section 8 and conclude the
article in Section 9.

2

KNOWLEDGE GRAPH DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

At its core, Beyond 2022 is a reconstruction project involving the assembly of numerous historical resources
across a multitude of archives to reconstitute the lost content of destroyed documents. The information about
reconstruction has been captured in a relational database, and, for the foreseeable future, this practice will continue. While the relational database’s purpose is to store information about a lost item and its substitute, the KG’s
purpose is to model information contained within the reconstructed sources such as books and parchments (see
[30]), not information about the reconstruction itself. Entities in the KG will refer to entries in the database. The
KG will thus integrate information from both the sources that were lost or damaged in the fire and additional
material to describe and contextualize the entities. An example of the latter is the Irish Exchequer Payments,
1270-1446 [2] which will be described in our case study in Section 7.
1 https://beyond2022.ie/.
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Fig. 1. This diagram captures the role of the NLP pipeline and the KG. In Beyond 2022, the first aim is to create metadata
about archives destroyed in the fire and to digitize substitute materials in other repositories (2). The digitized assets are
processed using the Handwritten Text Recognition software developed by Transkribus [1] in order to make the content
of the assets text-searchable. The project’s second aim is to create a KG of entities mentioned within all those digitized
assets (1). The relationships, scope, and granularity go beyond what is contained in these assets (e.g., via completion with
additional research). Within the project, the NLP pipeline will extract and reconcile entities within documents to populate
the spreadsheets (input schemas), which will then be transformed into triples for the KG. Historians and knowledge engineer
collaborate on the ontology and CSV schemas. Knowledge engineer are responsible for the R2RML mappings to transform
CSV files into RDF and the knowledge organization and knowledge management of the KG.

Information is added to the KG by two means: a manual aggregation of data performed by historians and
(more experimentally) by the automatic extraction process performed by a Natural Language Processing
(NLP) pipeline. In this article, we will focus on the former, though it has influenced the design of our workflow and knowledge organization strategy. The overarching goal is depicted in Figure 1. The project aims to
digitize physical archives and make the digital surrogates, together with text-searchable content and metadata,
available in a document repository. Simultaneously, historians are conducting research and populating various
data schemas, which are then transformed into a KG (2). It is important to note that we consider the digitized assets separate from the entities mentioned in those documents. Indeed, the KG may capture factoids2 beyond the
digitized assets, and even in a more granular fashion. These digitized items are, however, considered to populate
the KG via an NLP pipeline, of which the output will populate the same data schemas that the historians use
(3). How the factoids gathered from the NLP process are kept separate from those curated by the historians is
part of our knowledge organization strategy that we will explain later on. The KG does link back to the digitized
assets when historians or the NLP pipeline capture those references in the schema. Finally, the user accessing
the portal can either search within the documents database or the KG, and can avail of links to switch from one
to the other.
2 A note on our use of the term “factoid”. It is generally accepted in Beyond 2022 that history is open to interpretation, and the information
which populates the KG represents only a single perspective of the past. We use “factoid” rather than “fact” to describe information represented by our triples in order to emphasize that we are not declaring our information to be definitively true. We acknowledge that anything
we model is subject to debate, and welcome this as a possibility.
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Given this context, the considerations are as follows:
(1) Be it the interpretation of a historian, information contained in a source, or the results of a heuristic,
the project should take into account the provenance of so-called factoids. This provenance information is
important for a user to assess the quality and trustworthiness of a set of factoids. In Section 3, we elaborate
on how the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [29] and the SPARQL query language for RDF [15]
not only provides us a distributed KG, but also facilitates separating those sets of factoids into “containers”
with support for tracking its evolution over time. The use of these containers (called named graphs in
RDF) and provenance information would allow one to assess the information gathered by those manual
and (semi-)automatic approaches.
(2) Ontologies are commonly defined as “a [formal] explicit specification of a [shared] conceptualization” [13].
Ontologies capture a group of stakeholders’ shared understanding of a Universe of Discourse (UoD),
either through collaboration or by sharing sufficiently detailed documentation. Within the Semantic Web
community, some consider an ontology the set of concepts, relations, instances, and relationships.3 Others,
such as [17], consider the ontology a “schema” that holds in multiple scenarios. In other words, the ontology
contains the concepts, relations, and common individuals shared across different universes of discourse.
We follow [17] in that the Beyond 2022 ontology will contain concepts, relations, and instances4 that will
be used to represent entities in various sources. The combination of an ontology and a set of instances
and relationships is then called a knowledge base (KB). A KG is a set of interconnected typed entities
and their attributes and relationships [12]. Ontologies provide the types and relations. While confusing, it
suffices to state that all KGs are KBs, but the converse is not necessarily true. For a KB to be considered a
KG, a KB has to use graph technologies such as RDF.
While we know what an ontology is, a challenge within the Beyond 2022 project is to construct its ontology.
We adopted an international standard for the cultural heritage domain called the CIDOC Conceptual
Reference Model (CIDOC-CRM)5 heritage domain but too generic on its own for our purposes. The
ontology has to be extended with bespoke concepts. We support two approaches: a top-down approach in
which historians structure their thoughts using a controlled natural language (subsequently “implemented”
by knowledge engineers), and a bottom-up approach in which historians can introduce new concepts
when entering factoids for subsequent consideration to be included in the ontology. We elaborate on these
approaches in Section 4.
(3) Historians should be able to add data to the KG in an intuitive manner. We believe that we have the greatest
chance of engaging historians to curate information in our KG if we enable them to work with the tools that
are already familiar to them. This led us to design our data capture process around the use of prescribed
spreadsheets centered around key concepts (People, Office, Organization, and Place), which set out the
information that should be captured by a historian seeking to add information to the KG. Knowledge
Engineers then created mappings to generate RDF from these spreadsheets, hiding the complexity from
the historians. The approach is scalable, as expanding our data capture process to encompass new entity
types is simply a matter of designing a new spreadsheet and developing a mapping between its columns
and the KG. This is discussed in Section 5.
(4) Historians should be able to scrutinize the contents of the KG, assess the quality of its contents, and modify
triples where they are found to be erroneous. As fallible humans, errors will undoubtedly occur in the
spreadsheets. It should be possible for historians to check the triples generated by the content they have
uploaded to ensure that no mistakes have been made. We discuss this in Section 6.
3 Here,

a relationship is an instance of a relation; e.g., the relationship “Christophe knows Lynn” is an instance of the relation “knows”.
calls instances that are shared across UoDs “ontology individuals”.
5 http://www.cidoc-crm.org/.

4 [17]
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Fig. 2. RDF graph containing five RDF statements. The example represents two resources that represent people. They are
“tagged” as such via the statements “type” of “E21_Person”. A IRI identifies one resource, and the other is a blank node. Both
have a literal attached to via the “label” predicate. Finally, this example also captures how the first person is married to the
second. All but the marriage statement comes from the Beyond 2022 KG. Marriages are represented as events, which are a
bit more complicated and would have defeated the purpose of illustrating the RDF data model.

3 KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION AND PROVENANCE
3.1 Resource Description Framework
The knowledge in the KG is represented using the RDF standard. Figure 2 graphically depicts such a graph.
In RDF, “things” are either identified by a IRI6 or a literal. The difference between the two is that the former
identifies and refers to “things” that cannot be printed on a screen (such as a person), and the latter refers to
things that can (such as a person’s name). Both IRIs and literals are considered resources in the RDF model. RDF
also provides a means to describe things for which there is no identifier called blank nodes. A blank node is
used to declare the existence of something without having a reference for it. We use blank nodes for people
that are of no particular interest or for which we do not have sufficient information. It happens that people
are mentioned “in passing” (e.g., “the wife of Hugh Despenser”). It is up to the historian to decide whether that
person warrants a resource with an identifier. When they deem the information is merely contextual, then a blank
node suffices.
Without going into too much technical detail, suffice to say that an RDF graph comprises a set of RDF statements. In the Beyond 2022 project, we store the factoids as such statements. Each RDF statement, called a
triple, consists of a subject, a predicate, and an object. A subject is always a IRI or a blank node, the predicate is always a IRI, and the object can be either a IRI, a blank node, or a literal. One can see that the subject of one RDF statement can be the object of another statement, which allows one to create directed labeled
graphs.
RDF datasets “extend” the RDF data model with the notion of (named) graphs. In an RDF dataset, there is at
most one unnamed graph and zero or more named graphs. Each graph contains a set of triples. The unnamed
graph, typically called the default graph, has no identifier. Named graphs, on the other hand, are identified by
a IRI. Triples in a named graph are thus four-tuples, as there is an additional component. RDF datasets thus
provide a convenient way to organize knowledge, which we availed of in this project. For example, one can store
information about people and their names from a document in one graph and information about marriages from
marriage certificates in another.
6 An Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI) allows one to identify resources with a string of characters. The reader might be more familiar
with Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs). The IRI standard extended URIs by also including international characters (e.g., Korean). For this
article, it suffices to say that IRIs allow one to identify and refer to resources on the Web with the HTTP and HTTPS protocols.
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Fig. 3. Knowledge organization in the Beyond 2022 project. Blue squares represent named graphs containing provenance
information about triples that have been generated via an activity (automatic extraction, transformation, manual entry, etc.).
The triples that have been created are collected in separate named graphs (orange boxes). Only the latest versions of triples
are deployed to the deployment graph.

3.2 The Knowledge Graph
For the KG, we decided to provide two endpoints.7 Each endpoint provides a set of named graphs. The first
endpoint is provided as the default gateway for information retrieval. The second provides a means to inspect
the provenance of information and the evolution of the KG. Provenance information provides insights on a
(RDF) resource’s origin, such as who created that resource, when it was modified, or how it was created [38].
We visualize our approach in Figure 3. The first endpoint only provides the latest version of sets of factoids
that have been created as the result of an activity (e.g., manual entry in spreadsheets transformed via mappings
or automatic extraction). This is called the deployed layer. The factoids are grouped in named graphs—one per
activity (orange boxes). This facilitates querying information on the whole graph. The provenance layer provides
both the sets of factoids resulting from the activities above, as well as the provenance information (blue boxes)
describing how the factoids came to be, as well as which factoids they replaced. For example, in Figure 3, the
named graph GP1” provides information about the factoids in named graph G1”, and GP1” also contains the
statement that G1” is a revision of G1’ (orange arrow).
Since provenance information and the history of sets of factoids are interested in specific scenarios and we
assume that most users would be interested in the most recent available knowledge, we “push” the latest versions
of sets of factoids to the deployed graph. As named graphs make the formulation of queries more verbose, we also
decided to facilitate query formulation by servicing the union of all triples as the default graph of the deployment
graph.
With the latest revisions of our KG’s contents being separated into different named graphs, we can enforce
work practices that ensure that each graph breaks down into a logical grouping of information. For example, each
named graph G1, G2, and G3 may correspond to information gathered from three separate sources (e.g., books
and manuscripts). These sources may conflict with each other in their description of entities. Yet, our method
7 https://sparql.virtualtreasury.ie/b2022/sparql

and https://sparql.virtualtreasury.ie/b2022-provenance/sparql.
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Fig. 4. The ontological layers in the Beyond 2022 KG. This figure illustrates that the Beyond 2022 ontology adopts and
extends existing (standardized) ontologies, mostly to introduce concepts specific to the project, and then uses these to
populate the KG.

of structuring information means we can keep these potential conflicts separate until we can agree on how to
resolve them and ultimately ingest them into the deployed layer.
Additionally, triples that are produced by an NLP pipeline can be kept in their own respective named graphs
enabling us to easily accept or disregard the information provided by an automatic process. While NLP techniques provide a convenient approach to enriching the KG, they are not as authoritative as the carefully curated
factoids of a historian. Even when a historian and an NLP pipeline process the same corpus, we store the results
of an NLP pipeline in a different named graph. If a scholar does not sufficiently trust triples gathered with AI
techniques, for instance, then the scholar can request not to consider those named graphs whilst querying the
graph. In summary, named graphs are used to capture the different interpretations (manual or “automatic” if we
can call it that for automatic approaches) of different sources.
While the ontology, which we will discuss in the next section, is made available as a separate artifact according
to Linked Data principles, we also store the ontology and its provenance information in the triplestore. While it
is true that the ontology is “stored” in two different locations, this approach makes the formulation of SPARQL
queries over the types (ontology) and entities (instances) much easier.

4 ONTOLOGY ENGINEERING IN BEYOND 2022
We will describe the ontology of the Beyond 2022 KG and its construction in this section. The key concepts
were identified via competency questions. We also adopt and extend an ontology widely adopted in the cultural
heritage domain. This ontology, while generic, needs to be extended for us to describe concepts that are specific
to the Beyond 2022 project. This means that there are two ontological layers in the Beyond 2022 KG, as seen
from Figure 4, which are used to populate the KG. The concepts introduced in our ontology needed to be defined
and formalized. We will thus also describe these processes in this section.
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The Beyond 2022 ontology, which primarily consists of named individuals for qualifying entities in CIDOCCRM, has been published according to best practices in Linked Data. Its documentation and behavior according
to Linked Data principles have been generated with WIDOCO [10].

4.1 Competency Questions
Competency questions [14] allow a group of stakeholders to formulate a system’s requirements in terms of
the questions that such a system should (help) answer. Any system that can answer these questions is deemed
adequate, no matter how the information is organized. In other words, differently structured ontologies may
provide answers to the same set of competency questions.
The competency questions were obtained from subject matter experts in the Beyond 2022 consortium. We
surveyed a team of four historians involved with the project and asked them to submit several questions which
they would expect the KG would be able to answer. Instructions were kept deliberately vague. The intention was
to encourage the historians to express their highest expectations for what the KG would be able to do. It was felt
that this was necessary as many of the historians had not worked with KGs before. Giving them a large degree
of freedom helped the computer science team to not only design the structure of the KG, but also perceive how
historians viewed it as a research tool.
The responses comprised 54 competency questions that primarily focused on entities such as people, organizations, and places, although there were some interesting outliers pertaining to trade. Another type of entity
that emerged as being of importance is the notion of office, positions held by people (e.g., “Who was the [office
name] in [year]?”). Those competency questions were then refined and, where appropriate, grouped into a list.
That list was then sent around to the consortium with the question to rank those questions in terms of perceived
importance for the system to answer. The 10 highest-ranked competency questions are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Show me birth|death|marriage records in [place] in [year].
Is [name] an Irish name?
Were there any [surname] living near the [surname]?
What was the average rent per acre in [place name] in [century]?
Did [family] have more land than [family]?
What was the average rent per acre in [place name] in the [century]?
Were there any [surname] within 20 miles of [place name] just before the famine?
Show me [religion] as a percentage of the population in [year] as a pie chart.
What was the average price of land per acre in [century] [county]?
Show me maps of [place name].

Many of these questions relied on concepts currently outside the historical period we chose to process, namely
historical figures mentioned in [2], which deals with 13th and 14th century Ireland. Examples of such concepts
pertain to census data and vital records, which appeared much later in the history of Ireland.
Competency questions are the questions that the KG should answer or help answer. In the case of the pie chart
mentioned by one of the competency questions, an application on top of the KG will generate that chart upon
receiving the results of such a query.
While the Beyond 2022 KG cannot cater to all of the consortium members’ projects and needs, we identified several commonalities that fit within Beyond 2022’s overarching goal of providing information on entities
mentioned in the digitized assets.

4.2 Adopting and Extending PROV-O and CIDOC-CRM
Provenance information provides insights on a resource’s origin, such as who created that resource, when it
was modified or how it was created [38]. Provenance, as stated in [16], is key in evaluating the quality of,
and establishing trust in information on the Web. In our approach, provenance information is represented with
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Fig. 5. Core concepts and relations in PROV-O from [23], Copyright (c) 2011-2013 W3C(r) (MIT, ERCIM, Keio, Beihang).

PROV-O [23], which is a W3C Recommendation. PROV-O provides a way to capture this information in (specializations) of the classes entity, activity, and agent, and their relations. PROV-O’s core concepts and relations
(shown in Figure 5) provide a good starting point for describing the activities, artifacts, and software used to generate the KG. Within Beyond 2022, we only had to specialize these concepts. This exercise is relatively straightforward; e.g., the introduction of a transformation activity to represent the transformation of spreadsheets (saved
as CSV files) into RDF (see Section 6).
More important is the adoption and extension of the domain model provided by CIDOC-CRM.8 CIDOC-CRM
provides a sufficiently abstract model for capturing most of the concepts and relations in the domain. CIDOCCRM provides a broad set of classes and relations for representing cultural sector data. For our KG, we adopted
the OWL implementation of the CIDOC-CRM [11].
In [24], the authors identified some issues related to scalability and inferencing with this model. Issues include
that the model lacks “common” concepts and relations such as marriage, gender,... requiring those that avail
of CIDOC-CRM to declare those concepts and relations, especially when “importing” extension would lead to
importing other irrelevant and potentially conflicting knowledge. The concept of marriage and gender may have
been declared in an extension of CIDOC-CRM for social sciences, for example, but importing that extension into
our own ontology will require that we import all of the extension’s axioms and may lead to undesirable results
when engaging with the KG.
Other issues pertain to the fuzziness of, e,g., time intervals for which no adequate inference engine is part of the
Semantic Web stack. As we are not concerned with reasoning over the model and CIDOC-CRM is an established
metamodel in the cultural heritage domain, we still choose to avail of it. Within the project, however, we aimed
at minimizing the need to extend the ontology. Whenever CIDOC-CRM could not provide types or relations that
fitted our needs, of which we will provide examples below, we favored introducing bespoke types that are related
to entities via the cidoc:P2_has_type predicate (instead of creating instances with rdf:type). The goal was to
ensure that our KG has maximum backward compatibility with the CIDOC-CRM XML specification. The lack of
common types and the extensive use of CIDOC-CRM’s typing system renders CIDOC-CRM quite complex. Its
complexity will also be discussed in Section 8.
Examples of bespoke types (all of which are instances of cidoc:E55_Type) we introduced are9 : :Floruit to
represent the period in which a person “flourished” i.e., we are aware they were active during this period; :Name
for qualifying the normalized appellations that historians curated and :NameVariant for qualifying the variant
8 The

CIDOC-CRM community has proposed an extension to the domain model for representing provenance information. At the time of
writing, this extension is still a proposal. For Beyond 2022, we wanted to adopt a standard (in this case a W3C Recommendation). The
advantages of adopting a standard are the uptake and existing tools of which we can avail of (e.g., PROV-O-Viz [18]).
9 The namespace of the B2022 ontology is https://ont.virtualtreasury.ie/ontology#. A copy of the ontology can be found at https://chrdebru.
github.io/ontologies/b2022/index-en.html.
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appellations10 ; :Office, :Occupation, and :Rank for qualifying some of the professional groups a person belonged to. As the factoids created by historians came from sources (called Authority Documents in CIDOC-CRM),
we also introduced instances of cidoc:E55_Type for the different types of resources to facilitate information retrieval. Particular attention was given to names. As historians will often start from a person’s name, a person
may have many different variants in spelling (even across languages), and a name can be used to identify many
people, it is useful to consider names as first-class citizens in the KG–an aspect recognized by CIDOC-CRM.
Concepts that were introduced in the B2022 ontology emerged both in a top-down fashion (using ontology
engineering methodologies), and in a bottom-up fashion (by looking at concepts that were introduced by historians). We will describe both approaches in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.

4.3 Top-down Ontology Engineering with DOGMA
A particular challenge in the creation of Beyond 2022’s ontology is facilitating stakeholder participation: i.e., enabling the historians in modeling their UoD. While it is not expected that historians become sufficiently proficient
with the formalisms and models underpinning the KG, the knowledge engineers in the project needed to rely on
their domain expertise to ensure that graph is meaningful. To this end, we availed of a particular knowledge engineering methodology called DOGMA [20], which allows one to represent a UoD using their natural language.
In DOGMA, people model using lexons, which are quintuples consisting of a context label, term, role, co-role,
and co-term. Each lexon represents a relationship between two concepts that hold in a particular context. The
relationships are then broken down into the role and co-role. While the relationship has no direction, the roles
have to be read in a particular way. For instance, the lexon <Beyond 2022, Castle, has, part of, Wall> states that
in the context of Beyond 2022, castles have walls and walls are part of a castle.11
We do not rely on a bespoke tool, instead we ask historians to create lexons in a spreadsheet (see Figure 6). This
spreadsheet is shared with the knowledge engineers in the project. Knowledge engineers analyze the lexons and
interact with the historians until they converge to a mutual understanding. Knowledge engineers also assist the
historians in the modeling exercise. In Figure 6, one can see that an additional column was added to represent
whether and how a lexon is included in the ontology. As we avail of CIDOC-CRM, some of the lexons were
straightforward to implement, while others required certain design patterns. For the taxonomic relationships,
we avail of SKOS [34]. The rdfs:subClassOf predicate to relate more specific types to more generic types is
reflexive, which means that each concept is also a subclass of itself. The properties of rdfs:subClassOf did not
align with Beyond 2022’s requirements and we therefore adopted SKOS where the skos:broader property is
not reflexive. Some examples, which are used to illustrate the approach to historians, are shown in the figure.
Terms might evoke a specific concept amongst historians, but we are not assured whether every historian has
the same concept in mind, lest agree on the meaning of the concept. We gather definitions (also called glosses)
from the historians in a separate spreadsheet. It is pretty straightforward for the ontology engineers to integrate
these definitions into the ontology. Currently, the consortium uses color-coding to keep track of changes (e.g.,
green to indicate that the definition has been put in the ontology, and yellow to indicate changes made by
historians).

4.4 Bottom-up Emergence of Concepts
Put simply, the ontology captures the types of entities. In other words, they should be sets or categories of
things. One should see the concept of “Church”, but not a specific church (e.g., “St. Mary’s in Dublin”). The
10 Normalized

appellations and their variants are related with the property cidoc:P139_has_alternative_form. We have chosen to create
types for the two (and both have different IRI strategies) so that one can easily look up and filter either and more easily distinguish between
the two.
11 DOGMA furthermore allows one to declare constraints using lexons and a controlled natural language. One can, for instance, state: EACH
Castle has AT LEAST 1 Wall. In Beyond 2022, we do not yet avail of such constraints as the ontology is meant to support interoperability
and foresee many uses. As [33] observed, the reusability of a schema and ontology goes down as the number of constraints increases.
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Fig. 6. Spreadsheet handed over to historians for capturing lexons. Note that the sixth column is used to indicate whether
a lexon has been implemented, and how. The how depends on the ontologies we have adopted as the foundation of the
Beyond 2022 ontology. This spreadsheet is part of a suite of spreadsheets that historians use to populate the Beyond 2022
KG.

creation of entities, which is discussed in Section 5 is a different challenge. However, we do not want historians
to be constrained to the concepts available in the ontology. We therefore allow historians to create concepts “on
the fly” when creating entities. This is part of our approach to bottom-up elicitation of concepts.
When historians introduce a label in a spreadsheet that refers to a concept, that label is used by the mapping to create an IRI for that concept. As we model our KG as per CIDOC-CRM, these result in instanced of
cidoc:E55_Type that are connected with an instance via cidoc:P2_has_type. If the IRI exists in the ontology,
the connection is with the ontology is “automatically” made. Concepts provided by historians that do not appear
in the ontology in this manner are easily retrieved with SPARQL. In Section 3, we described how information
from different agents are stored in different named graphs. It is thus only a matter of looking for all types that
do not appear in the ontology with the SPARQL MINUS operator, as shown below. The first part of this SPARQL
query retrieves all the types used in the KG. The second part removes, from that list, the types that have been
declared in the ontology with the MINUS operator.
PREFIX cidoc: <http://erlangen-crm.org/current/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?type WHERE {
# All the types in used in the knowledge graph
{ GRAPH ?g { ?thing cidoc:P2_has_type ?type} }
MINUS
# All the types declared in the ontology
{ GRAPH <http://ont.virtualtreasury.ie/ontology> { ?type a cidoc:E55_Type
}

} }

5 FACTOID ELICITATION WITH SPREADSHEETS
The uptake of RDF by memory institutions is known to be problematic, as evidenced by surveys conducted in
[26]. While there are quite a few noteworthy projects, issues with Semantic Web technologies include tooling
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Fig. 7. The relationships between the core spreadsheets for factoid gathering. Green arrows indicate specific relationships
between entities of the same type. Orange arrows indicate relationships between entities of different types. When the arrow
is full, they denote specific relationships. When the arrow is dashed, one can declare a relationship without providing the
type of that relationship.

and some level of background knowledge that is required to understand and even appreciate some of its quirks
(e.g., concerning blank node identifiers and the open-world assumption).
One technology with which people are arguably more comfortable with are spreadsheets, which can be considered as non-normalized tabular data. For instance, tabular data stored as either CSV or TSV are an accessible
and convenient way of storing and sharing data and is a practice adopted in many projects. We thus developed
a suite of spreadsheets allowing historians to capture information about the entities identified in the project:
people, offices, organizations, and places. Multiple spreadsheets were developed, though we will first elaborate
on the first four—one for each of the concepts. The relationships between these four sheets are illustrated in
Figure 7. While the sheets are independent, the editorial guidelines allow historians to follow a process to gather
information about these concepts.
In the People-sheet (see Figure 8 for an example), historians gather information about people and their interrelationships (represented by the reflexive arrow). This sheet also captures information about a person’s tenure,
rank, status, and so on. The information about a person’s tenure is captured as a relationship with an office
(zero or more). In the KG, this results in an instance of cidoc:E21_Person being related to an instance of
cidoc:E74_Group of the cidoc:P2_has_type :Office. If a historian wishes to provide more information about
that office, then the historian can represent this in the second sheet.
In the Offices-sheet, historians are able to represent information about offices and their interrelationships (e.g.,
offices overseeing other offices). This sheet also captures the relationships between offices and organizations, and
offices and places. When information about organizations or places is entered, these can be further “completed” in
their respective sheets. Both Organization and Places-sheets capture, much like the Offices-sheet, the information
about these entities and their interrelationships.
Note that historians are not obliged to complete all sheets. The information about an office entered in the
Person-sheet, for instance, will generate an instance of that office, its appellation, and its relationship with that
person. The suite of sheets is meant to allow historians to represent in sufficiently granular detail the entities
appearing in sources.
Through workshops with a team of historians, we also recognized the need for stating a (and not a specific)
relationship between a person and an organization or place. Providing support for arbitrary relationships in
the spreadsheets would not scale well (e.g., separate columns for each type of relationship or key-value pairs
in spreadsheets) would become difficult to fill in and manage. Historians, however, just expressed a desire
for a way to declare superficial relationships between people and other entities in the first sheet. We thus
have provided support to relate people with zero or more organizations and places in the Person-sheet. As
CIDOC-CRM does not have a property for such superficial relations (e.g., "related with"), we had to avail of instances of cidoc:E89_Propositional_Object. A cidoc:E89_Propositional_Object is a reified relationship,
which means that an instance of cidoc:E89_Propositional_Object represents that relationships and will have
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Fig. 8. Excerpt from a spreadsheet currently curated by a historian. In this spreadsheet, information about various people
mentioned by the Irish Exchequer Payments, 1270-1446 [2] (see Section 7) is captured. Information includes, when available, alternative spellings of names, their offices and ranks, and their dates of birth and death. Some records also contain
information on spouses and children. We provide a sample of this spreadsheet in [6].

properties to both the person and the place or organization. So when a historian declares that “John” is related
to the location “Meath”, that will result in a propositional object referring to both “John” and “Meath” with
cidoc:P67_refers_to. More detailed information on the relationships between people and other entities can
be provided by filling all the spreadsheets.
These four sheets capture the necessary information to relate the four entities. When more detailed information about a particular relationship is required, such as the time period, then these four sheets do not scale
well. We therefore developed additional spreadsheets: one for gathering information about relationships between
places and organizations (e.g., the parliament moved to different locations throughout history), and one for people and offices (e.g., to capture that a person was appointed to an office four times). Within the project, emphasis is
initially put on the core sheets as this allows us to capture the Chief Governors of Ireland, for instance. Detailed relationships between entities (e.g., the time period(s) between a person and an office they held) were “nice to have.”
Whilst entering data, historians have the ability to either enter: (1) strings for the declaration of an entity. If
the same values within and across sheets are used for the same person, then this results in the same IRIs in the
KG, (2) internal IDs that hold within sheets, e.g., to relate spouses, and (3) HTTP and HTTPS IRIs, which is useful
when entities already exist in the Beyond 2022 KG. SPARQL Faceter [22] is one such tool, allowing one to look
for an entity’s IRI based on faceted search.
It is important that historians do not delete any of the columns, but they are free to rearrange and even hide
columns to tailor the sheets to their needs and workflows. The RDF that will be generated from these sheets will
be stored into different named graphs as to separate the different factoids and interpretations, but we want to
support the provenance of these interpretations. Each sheet therefore provides various columns to accommodate
those:
(1) Source and index numbers to indicate where the entity was mentioned in the “primary” resource;
(2) Several reference columns to allow the historians to reference additional material consulted to complete
the information about an entity;
(3) For people, we also provide columns for entries in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography and the
Dictionary of Irish Biography;
(4) A comment column where information about the factoids can be provided (e.g., to cope with uncertainty
with dates).
The support for capturing the “uncertainty” for each factoid was considered, but this would have not been
scalable. We therefore provided one column, which will result in a note (cidoc:P3_has_note) for the entity in
that particular row.
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Fig. 9. Excerpt from the Beyond 2022 KG using the triples coming from the spreadsheets in Figure 8. This image, created
with Ontodia, provides examples of our core concepts, namely: people, offices, organizations, and places. One can zoom in
on this vector-based image to see all the details.

The editorial guidelines on how to fill in those spreadsheets are crucial to managing the identification of
entities, which result in their IRIs. Within the Beyond 2022 project, historians have consulted with knowledge
engineers on an identification strategy (i.e., “Which attributes are necessary to identify instances, and how”).
The historians then took the lead in formulating these editorial guidelines. It is up to a historian to look for the
prior existence of an entity. If no such entity is found, the one entering the data must follow these guidelines.
The guidelines provide instructions on, among others: how to format values (names, dates, discriminators, etc.),
capitalization, and which name should be chosen as the preferred identifier. This means that historians may need
to consult additional sources to find the preferred identifier (e.g., when a person is referred to by a sobriquet).

5.1 Generating RDF from the Spreadsheets
We already alluded to generating RDF from the information contained in the spreadsheets. In our approach, the
spreadsheets are stored as CSV files and transformed into RDF via R2RML [4], a W3C Recommendation to transform relational data into RDF via a set of mappings. We avail of [7], which allows us to access the CSV files as
relational databases. Those mappings prescribe how the data contained in those spreadsheets should be transformed into entities and relationships according to CIDOC-CRM and our ontology. The use of R2RML thus allows
for a scalable and declarative ingestion pipeline. The base IRI of the KG’s entities is https://kb.virtualtreasury.ie/.
Figure 9 provides a figure containing some of the instances, types, and interrelationships of the Beyond 2022 KG.
This image was created with Ontodia [28], an application to explore KGs visually. This figure provides examples
of the main concepts: people, offices, organizations, and places.
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As spreadsheets are not a substitution for relational databases and subject matter experts have some freedom
in defining and using the spreadsheet “schema”, we had to account for non-normalized columns; columns in
which cells could contain more than one value. Either one has access to database functions that transform nonnormalized values into a relation, which are not part of the SQL 2008 standard, or one either needs to avail of
recursive queries in the mappings. Fortunately, schemas developed by historians are to be reused (and may be
extended), and hence mappings needed to be written once by the knowledge engineers in the project.
Finally, we note that both spreadsheets and their corresponding mappings are easy to extend. While the goal
of the Beyond 2022 KG is to represent information relevant to the project using common concepts, it is possible
for historians to add additional columns. The addition of bespoke columns in the spreadsheets does not hamper
the RDF generation process. The mappings for these columns, if relevant for the project, can subsequently be
engineered.

6 CREATING AND MANAGING THE KNOWLEDGE GRAPH
The knowledge platform of the Beyond 2022 project supports information extracted from various sources via
different means: entity recognition in documents and manually curated data are two of them. We focus on the
manual curation of the KG. Historians, who are familiar with spreadsheets, capture information according to
a particular schema. Those files are then ingested into the triplestore via a tool only accessible to them (see
Figure 10).
Using this tool, historians can upload a CSV file, choose a mapping and, optionally, choose the named graph
they want to override. The latter is useful when a historian wants to amend or add to their already deployed
work. One may notice that there are three stages. Upon uploading a CSV file, the user first needs to transform
the CSV into RDF and check the output with a set of SHACL [21] constraints.12 That will allow the historian
to assess whether the data contained in the CSV is fit for deployment. Before one can deploy the resulting RDF,
however, one first needs to check whether the union of the resulting RDF and the other named graphs (minus
the graph to be replaced if applicable) does not violate the SHACL constraints. The SHACL constraints are pretty
straightforward, they check whether:
— The date of birth is lower than the date of death;
— The dates related to one’s floruit falls within one’s date of birth and death;
— One has at most one gender;
— ...
When all is in order according to the SHACL contraints,13 the historian can deploy the new graph. This process
can be summarized as follows:
— Two IRIs, u1 and u2, are generated. One for the named graph that will contain the generated triples and
one for the provenance graph. The suffix of both u1 and u2 are the same, their IRIs differ by one component
12 Creating

SHACL constraints was not always as intuitive. One would assume that one could compare a person’s birth date with that same
person’s date of death starting from a person. The “starting point” in SHACL is called a focus node. In SHACL, one can only compare, starting
from a focus node, one complex path (e.g., the date of birth via the event connected to a person–multiple “hops”) and a simple path (only
one “hop”). This meant that we had to model this constraint starting from the date of birth (to have the date as the immediate value) and
then retrieve the other date via person and its date of death. While possible, this made modeling constraints quite convoluted. We, therefore,
modeled constraints as SPARQL-validators. The semantics of the rule is “hidden” in the SPARQL query, but the constraints are, in our opinion,
easier to read and manage.
13 SHACL validates the resulting graphs, and not the CSV file. There may be instances in which there are errors in the CSV file that are not
picked on by SHACL. One such case is when a record does not contain enough information to generate RDF. We can validate CSV files with
CSVW-validator (https://github.com/malyvoj3/csvw-validator.). This tool allows us to use the CSV-W [35] language to declare constraints
on spreadsheets. This tool has not yet been integrated into the prototype, however, we assume that the CSV files have been checked.
14 https://github.com/malyvoj3/csvw-validator.
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Fig. 10. Managing the CSV files, uploaded by historians, which are transformed into RDF and deployed the named graphs.

in the path. The IRI u1 will contain /graph/ and u2 will contain /provenance-graph/. If no labels are
provided for the IRIs, a UUID for both IRIs will be generated.
— A provenance graph is generated for the transformation activity. This provenance graph will refer to the
named graph u2. If the named graph u2 is used to revise another graph u3, then the provenance graph will
contain the statement: <u2> prov:wasRevisionOf <u3>.
— In the “Deployed Graph”, the graph to be revised (if applicable) is removed.
— The generated triples are loaded into graph u1 on both the deployed and provenance layer.
— The provenance graph is loaded into graph u2 on the provenance layer.
The following RDF TURTLE snippet contains triples from the provenance graph. We have shortened the file
paths in the snipped. These triples, stored in provenance-graph/places-v2 contain information on a mapping
activity. Here, the mapping activity, associated with a member of the team, generated a revision of the triples
stored in graph/places-v1, which are stored in graph/places-v2.
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@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
prov: <http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#> .
xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .

<https://kb.virtualtreasury.ie/graph/places-v2>
a prov:Entity ;
prov:wasGeneratedBy [
a prov:Activity , <https://ont.virtualtreasury.ie/ontology#R2RML_Mapping_Activity> ;
rdfs:label "Mapping Activity" ;
prov:endedAtTime "2020-02-12T14:36:04.04"^^xsd:dateTime ;
prov:startedAtTime "2020-02-12T14:36:02.778"^^xsd:dateTime ;
prov:used <file:///.../SAMPLEENTITYLISTPC.csv> , <file:///.../mapping.ttl> ;
prov:wasAssociatedWith <http://virtualtreasury.ie/team#christophe>
] ;
prov:wasRevisionOf <https://kb.virtualtreasury.ie/graph/places-v1> ;
.
<file:///.../mapping.ttl> a prov:Entity , <https://ont.virtualtreasury.ie/ontology#R2RML_Mapping> .
<http://virtualtreasury.ie/team#christophe> a prov:Agent .
<file:///.../SAMPLEENTITYLISTPC.csv> a prov:Entity , <https://ont.virtualtreasury.ie/ontology#CSV_File> .

7 CASE STUDY: THE IRISH EXCHEQUER INDEX
The initial development of Beyond 2022’s KG depended upon the use of a test case consisting of robust, clean
historical data which could be used to develop both spreadsheet schemas and a bespoke ontology for Beyond 2022.
Both the spreadsheet schemas and the ontology needed to accommodate as broad a range of historical scenarios
or instances as possible, encompassing not only a broad range of themes or topics, but also a chronological
span of over seven hundred years. A primary objective of this project is to ensure that Beyond 2022’s KG will
“unlock” —or enable meaningful exploration of—Beyond 2022’s reconstructed archival collections, and identify
links between these collections and those held in other national or international institutions.
The initial test case used for the KG was designed to interlink with another central strand of Beyond 2022: the
Medieval Exchequer Gold Seam. This strand of the project aims to reconstruct entire series of financial records
drawn from the financial powerhouse of English government in Ireland, the medieval Irish exchequer, records
of which date back to the twelfth century and, indeed, to the beginnings of Beyond 2022’s reconstituted archive.
The Exchequer Gold Seam involves the transcription and translation of many hundreds of medieval records now
held in The National Archives (UK) which have, until the inception of this project, never been reconstructed in
their entirety. As such, the data used for the KG’s initial test case was drawn from a related collection of immense
importance to the history of the medieval Irish exchequer, and indeed to the history of Ireland in the Middle Ages.
In 1998, Philomena Connolly’s calendar of Irish Exchequer Payments, 1270-1446 [2] was published by the Irish
Manuscripts Commission. Connolly was Ireland’s foremost authority on the medieval Irish exchequer, and her
meticulously researched and translated calendar of the medieval exchequer’s issue rolls provided a model dataset
for the KG test case. The index provided in this text records over 2,000 historical individuals, all of whom have
now been included as person entities within the KG. Many of these person-entities will appear frequently in the
historical collections processed by Beyond 2022, and also further afield.15
The records of the medieval Irish exchequer of Ireland lend themselves very well to such a project, chiefly
because they contain precisely the type of historical data (and indeed, historical “problems”) required to design
a KG which can accommodate the vast and varied historical collections which will be processed by Beyond 2022.
The records of the medieval exchequer are rich in terms of person, place, and office entities—the types of entities which have been identified by subject matter experts as key to understanding fundamental developments
within Ireland’s history from the twelfth to the twentieth century. The activities and reach of the Irish Exchequer
touched upon nearly all aspects of political, social, and economical life in the lordship of Ireland in the Middle
Ages; its existence continued, albeit in a different form, in early modern and modern Ireland too. The records
15 A

sample of the data has been made available in [6].
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Table 1. Overview of the Various Named Graphs (From Sources)
Currently Deployed in the Beyond 2022 KG

Description of named graph
# of triples
Irish Exchequer Index based on [2]
People
76,345
Additional triples on offices
1,735
Additional triples on places
189
Additional triples on organizations (ongoing work)
170
Movement of organizations over time (ongoing work)
81
Other sources
Modern townlands from OSi and OSNI
1,321,008
Chief Governors of Ireland based on [27] (ongoing)
76,345
Down Survey (historical townlands) (ongoing)
11,684
Regnal Years
6,454
Creators of artifacts in the PROI
2,446
The Beyond 2022 ontology
804
of Ireland’s medieval exchequer therefore shed light upon not only records of high-ranking individuals—the
lieutenants, justiciars, chancellors, and treasurers of Ireland, all of whom headed central institutions of Ireland’s
medieval administration under the English crown - but also, and perhaps more importantly, upon the records of
ordinary people. For the development of the Beyond 2022’s KG, then, the value of this source material lies in its
potential to uncover and reveal through KG technologies a vast range of governmental and societal relationships,
structures and hierarchies in a way that allows historians to conduct meaningful research, and identify connections which are not otherwise apparent, or would require extensive time and research to reveal (as shown, for
example, in Figure 11). Equally important to the development of the Beyond 2022 ontology, however, is the latent
potential also contained within the records of the Irish exchequer. Their importance is not limited to their capacity to reveal the intricacies of Ireland’s medieval government and life. Rather, the objective in using this data
was to investigate, discover, reveal, and reconcile historical problems and scenarios which spanned beyond the
medieval: that is, historical scenarios, relationships, connections, peculiarities, concepts—even ideologies—that
occurred across broad swathes of time and place. Connolly’s work has enabled us to extract not only personentities, but also offices associated with individuals mentioned within these records and, consequently, medieval
governmental organizations and indeed the relationships between both individual offices and their larger organizations. By distilling from this process the most fundamental ordering concepts of government and society,
and by categorizing them using broad, abstract concepts, Beyond 2022’s knowledge engineers and historians
have been able to establish a set of hierarchies or templates which can be used to map Ireland’s administrative,
governmental, and societal structures across a chronological span of just over seven centuries.
At the time of writing, the deployment graph (i.e., the latest versions of named graphs containing factoids) of
Beyond 2022 KG contains 1,497,261 triples. In Table 1, we provide an overview of all the triples in each named
graph in the deployment graph. We also indicate which parts of the name graph are still being completed or
have not been considered as completed. Of those triples, 78,520 belong to the Irish Exchequer Index as a source.
Most of the triples come from structured sources on geographic features and their boundaries. It seems that the
KG is skewed towards geographical data, but that is merely the result of transforming the existing datasets on
thousands of townlands.
Table 2 provides an overview of the various types (both via rdf:type and cidoc:P2_has_type) and the
number of instances of that type after transforming the person spreadsheet created for the Irish Exchequer
Index. This spreadsheet contains information on 2,201 people. There are 12 instances of cidoc:E21_Person that
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Table 2. Number of Instances Per Type After Generating RDF from the First Spreadsheet of the
Irish Exchequer Index

Type
Count
cidoc:E41_Appellation
7,367
cidoc:E81_Actor_Appellation
7,060
b2022:NameVariant
4,471
cidoc:E21_Person
2,213
cidoc:E67_Birth
2,201
cidoc:E69_Death
2,201
b2022:Male
2,149
cidoc:E89_Propositional_Object 1,442
b2022:Name
1,438
b2022:Surname
765
b2022:OrganisationRelationship
712
cidoc:E32_Authority_Document
706
cidoc:E74_Group
584
b2022:PlaceRelationship
422
b2022:Career
308

Type
Count
b2022:Floruit
308
cidoc:E52_Time-Span
248
b2022:Office
246
b2022:Forename
236
b2022:Occupation
226
b2022:PatronymicsMatronymics
95
b2022:Rank
81
cidoc:E53_Place
72
b2022:SoubriquetAlias
55
b2022:ODNB
45
b2022:DIB
37
b2022:Female
36
b2022:Organisation
31
b2022:Marriage
22
cidoc:E85_Joining
22

are stored as blank nodes. Some people have been mentioned in passing and were judged not to be of particular
interest (see Section 3).

7.1 Demonstration
The semantic technologies adopted in this project allow the team to adopt existing tooling that can process RDF.
While the semantic web query language (SPARQL) itself might present too steep a learning curve for certain
historians, tools such as Ontodia [28] and SPARQL Faceter [22] will allow historians to visually explore the KG.
Historians in Beyond 2022 have already seen how one can easily discover the people associated with certain
offices (e.g., “chancellor of Ireland”) and the overlap between different offices using Ontodia. In Figure 11, we
demonstrate how one can discover people that have filled several positions, with one person being associated
with all three; a certain Alexandre Balscot. We start by selecting the office “chancellor of Ireland” (Figure 11(1)).
For the purpose of this article, we only place 8 of the 26 people that held this office in our KG on the diagram. We
then select the office “treasurer of Ireland” (Figure 11(2)). This office has links to 46 people and we can already see
that 4 of the initial 8 people held the two positions. Finally, we add the office of “justiciar of Ireland” (Figure 11(3)).
This office has links to 40 people. We immediately see that three people on the diagram also held that office. Only
one person on the diagram held the three offices. The IRI of that person can then be used to retrieve a page with
additional information about that person.
This article’s medium does not allow us to show the diagram with all 112 people elegantly.16 Important is that
the KG representation of the manuscripts in combination with tools like Ontodia allow subject matter experts
(and other users, for that matter) to discover information that might have taken a lot more time going through
manuscripts.
When one uses tools to explore the KG, be it via Ontodia by exploring the relationships of an entity
or via SPARQL Faceter with facets mostly on labels and appellations, users can follow these IRIs to obtain
16 For

a video of this demonstration involving all individuals in the KG, we refer to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3dVWkVOrS0&t=
3859s.
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Fig. 11. Visually discovering who was part of the following three offices: “treasurer of Ireland”, “chancellor of Ireland”, and
“justiciar of Ireland” based on the information distilled from the Irish Exchequer Index. We can now easily discover who held
multiple positions. The diagrams were rendered with Ontodia.

representations. The Beyond 2022 platform provides a Linked Data frontend17 allowing historians access to the
graphs, provenance graphs, and resources in the triplestores via IRI lookups. The Linked Data frontend provides
17 A bespoke frontend was developed since R2RML prescribes how values should be percent-encoded to ensure so-called IRI-safe IRIs (Section
7.3 of [4]). Existing front ends had difficulty with these percent-encoded values; they tried to decode these values, which resulted in the wrong
IRIs being sought in the triplestores.
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Fig. 12. Triples displayed on a webpage for a graph. The resource on the right represents a person. Below, there are links
allowing one to download the triples in various RDF serialization formats.

a representation based on the content-type passed with the HTTP GET request (e.g., “text/html” for HTML and
“text/turtle” for the Turtle RDF serialization format).
Our frontend provides representations for named graphs and resources (see Figures 12 and 13). For the former,
we list the triples. For the latter, we provide both forward and backward links.

8 RELATED WORK
In Beyond 2022, subject matter experts ingest factoids they have curated. In our approach, the factoids are kept
in different named graphs and these named graphs’ provenance information is described using PROV-O. The use
of PROV-O and named graphs allows one to assess the different sets of factoids and choose which ones to use.
The use of named graphs allows us to cope with subject matter experts’ different perspectives of approaches. A
slightly different approach was undertaken in the Irish Record Linkage project [5]. In this project, archivists transcribed vital records into one KB. Those records were then interpreted by historians to answer their competency
questions by creating a second KB from the first. In their approach, observations by archivists were thus separated from (different) interpretations. While their approach emphasized that separation, their approach more or
less corresponds with the use of different graphs.
There are quite a few examples of CIDOC-CRM for Linked Data: museums [3], historical events [25], archeology [36], and biographies [19]. One can observe a number of ways CIDOC-CRM has been extended. Rather
than extending CIDOC-CRM, [3] created a new ontology to service the additional information to their users.
The work presented in [25] to, like us, to extend CIDOC-CRM. They furthermore recognized the challenges
that came with modeling historic places and place names. They avail of a historical place names gazetteer,
which we intend to do with Linked Logainm [31] as future work. In our approach, we model the names and
geometries of places as properties that have been attributed to places. While such an attribution (an instance of
cidoc:E13_Attribute_Assignment) does render the KG more complex, it can be easily modeled as an event
on which dates can be added, allowing us to easily capture the history and even evolution of a place. In [36], the
authors described how they used the model to bridge the “communication barrier” between computer scientists
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Fig. 13. Triples displayed on a webpage for a resource. Below, there are links allowing one to download the triples in various
RDF serialization formats.

and archeologists. The model does indeed provide a comprehensible upper ontology for the cultural heritage
domain. One aspect of CIDOC-CRM that seems counter-intuitive for the Semantic Web is its “type” relationship
(cidoc:P2_has_type). That means that arbitrary RDF agents may miss out on some of the types used in this
particular KG. This is one of the challenges of CIDOC-CRM identified in [24].
Unlike [32], we have chosen to adopt an upper ontology (CIDOC-CRM) and extend it to fit our needs. In [32],
the authors have argued that the upper ontologies existing (in the digital humanities space) were too broad for
their purposes. It is true that this exercise may, at times, create many triples to represent simple factoids. We
have, however, chosen to adopt an upper ontology, not only to maximize interoperability not only in terms of
the resource, but also in terms of the community aware of the CIDOC-CRM ontology, which would have been
the downside of developing a bespoke ontology.
There are indeed other initiatives for creating KGs in the digital humanities and cultural heritage space. We
first focussed on related work availing of CIDOC-CRM. Others have looked into facilitating data curation in that
space. DaCuRa [8], for instance, proposed a niche-sourcing method in which contributors provided facts they
encountered in assets. Multiple people contributed facts about the same asset, and one could then curate a final
version from all these inputs. Similarly, [37] has developed a software platform (based on a Drupal CMS) on top
of a KG that facilitates users in curating, refining, and correcting the RDF statements. In our approach, only a few
historians were approached to contribute to the Beyond 2022 KG. As of yet, the involvement of external people
has not been considered as we first focus on an authoritative KG to be used within the project. By “authoritative”,
we mean people approached by the Beyond 2022 project for their subject matter expertise that falls within the
project’s scope.

9

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The aim of this article was to present our approach to knowledge organization for Beyond 2022’s KG. Novel
in our approach is the interdisciplinary approach to historical data management, which we support with KG
technologies. We use named graphs for both separating factoids (gathered from different sources, people, and
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processes) and representing the mutable nature of historical knowledge. Provenance information about these
graphs of factoids allows one to assess its characteristics (e.g., to include or exclude particular graphs from a
query). We also proposed two triplestores and endpoints: one for the latest versions of factoids for deployment
purposes, and one which keeps track of the provenance and revisions of all graphs of factoids. It is believed that
the latter will not only grow much larger (for obvious reasons), but that it will be useful for specific tasks, e.g.,
assessing the trustworthiness of a set of factoids.
While we have already ingested contemporary places (from the Republic of Ireland) in the KG, future work
includes, in the shorter term, the integration of historic places, which will require mapping the evolution of
places and their names by relating different attribute assignments. We have also integrated [27], which provides
a comprehensive list of all the chief governors of Ireland from the late 12th to early 20th century. The work
on [27] has yet to reach the same level of maturity as the Irish Exchequer Index. In the longer term, we will
incorporate different sources of information informed by the competency questions and collaboration with the
subject matter experts.
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